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1. Introduction 

1.1 Statement regarding rights 
BEAst AB owns the intellectual property rights to the standard that is described in this document. The 

document may be freely downloaded and used for implementation. Adaptations are permitted, 

provided that interoperability is ensured. This document may not be changed, distributed, sold or 

repackaged in any way without the prior consent of BEAst AB. 

1.2 Change log 

Version Responsible Date Description of change 

1.0 
Working 
group/BEAst 

07/11/2017 Version 1.0.0. 

 

1.3 Authors and administration 
The following persons and companies have participated in producing the standard. 

Participants Company 

Mikael Björn and Jonas Nilsson JM 

Ulf Larsson, Björn Beskow and Jörgen Mann NCC 

Patrik Ohlsson, Linnéa Lepistö and Göran Grothe Peab 

Jimmy Forsberg Skanska 

Henrik Franzén Swedish Transport 
Administration 

Mathias Nilsson and Torbjörn Olsson Veidekke 

Christian Gren Bluebeam 

Peter Fredholm BEAst 

 

This working group within BEAst will also be responsible for future administration of the standard. 

Participation in the group that is responsible for administration is also open to all companies and 

organisations that are members of BEAst. 

The most recent version of this document is available for free download from 

www.beast.se/standarder/granskning. 

For more information, contact info@beast.se. 

1.4 Background 
This standard was produced in 2017 by a working group in an SBUF project. Before publication, the 

standard was sent to a selection of industry parties for consultation. The purpose of the standard is 

to create a uniform and digital working method for design review of documents, based on system 

support. Review refers to the entire processing of documents, such as drawings, that occurs in 

connection with building production and installation work.  

https://d.docs.live.net/9df50252a0351fd9/Dokument/BEAst/06%20Projekt/Granskningsprocessen/www.beast.se/standarder/granskning
mailto:info@beast.se
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1.5 The present situation 
Traditional processing: A great deal of the review of drawings and other documents is still done 

manually on paper. Documents are printed out and those taking part in the review write comments 

and make coloured markings on the documents that have been printed out on paper, which are then 

scanned and sent to someone who updates the documents. This process takes a long time, both lead 

time and working hours, and can lead to misunderstandings, interpretation problems and many 

errors. 

Level one of digitalisation: It is usual to create PDF files of the documents to be reviewed, because 

this is still the most common form of document in projects that is legally binding. The opportunity 

can then be taken to write comments and make colour markings in the PDF document. There will still 

be a great deal of manual work involved in processing, although this is considerably better than 

completely manual work. 

Level two of digitalisation: A number of companies in the industry have taken the further step of 

using system support. There are systems that are specialised in simplifying the building industry’s 

review process. However it is not uncommon for the companies that have acquired system support 

to still only use it for a small part of all their projects and to only use part of the functionality that 

these systems can offer. As well as system support to make the work easier, they can for example log 

and document all comments from review. With system support, functions can be obtained to allow 

several people to review at the same time, see comments that already exist and get answers to 

questions and make comments on an ongoing basis throughout the review process. In large projects, 

review can be divided up into different technical areas and disciplines. 

Level three of digitalisation: The ambition for this standard is to take yet another step by means of 

an industry standard for the review process, regardless of whether it is based on simple processing in 

a PDF document or advanced system support is used. 

1.6 Target group and objectives 
The target group for the standard is made up of companies that are involved in reviewing documents 

at building and construction contractors, building owners, installers, sub-contractors and technical 

consultants. Relevant categories of personnel are those who are involved in review processes, such 

as project planning managers, customers and their representatives, specialists in project planning, 

technical specialists, operation and IT architects and system developers. 

The objective for the standard is to drastically reducing manual processing in review and thereby 

reduce costs, cut lead times and improve quality. 

2. The standard for reviewing documents 
The standard consists of a method description, see point 2.2, and a series of recommendations for 

how the review process shall be simplified by means of digital and standardised processing. 
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2.1 The desired situation 
Even where project planning is being done in BIM/VDC, i.e. three-dimensional models, there is a 

need to take out two-dimensional drawings and other documents in the form of PDF files, where 

these are still legally binding documents. To achieve good quality in PDF documents, it is important 

that these are designed in the correct way. This is a prerequisite for easy review and checking of 

details, searching and marking, measuring, comparing drawings and creating hyperlinks between 

drawing lists and attached drawings and between different drawings. It is common for this to go 

wrong, which leads to problems for those processing the documents in a system support, with 

unnecessary manual work and poor quality as the consequence. There is therefore a 

recommendation, called PDF Guidelines, which has been produced as one of the recommendations 

in this standard. This document is an appendix to the standard and consists of checklists and a 

complementary document with examples. The document is backed by the companies in the project’s 

working group. 

By working with a specially designed system support for the review process, this can be considerably 

simplified. This leads to less administration, shorter lead times and, not least, less risk in the project. 

In the absence of such a system, the process can be partially completed in Excel or Adobe’s 

programme for PDF processing. A more developed system support for the review process has 

functions such as: 

 Creating review packages in the form of ”binders” with the documents to be included in a 

review. 

 Planning and organising a review. 

 Marking and commenting on a document so that it is visible to all participants. 

 Allowing all participants in a review to work simultaneously in real time. 

 Summarising the results and communicating them to the participants. 

2.2 Method description 
General draft of the work flow in a review using a system support and based on the 

recommendations in this standard. 

1. The responsible project planning manager initiates a review according to the defined delivery 

schedule.  

This states what technical areas, disciplines and review package are relevant. 

2. Participants are invited to selected parts of the review sessions. 

3. A binder is created that contains all the documents to be reviewed. 

4. Participants in the sessions, responsible for each discipline, gain access to the review package 

and a link to the project location. 

5. Review occurs within the assigned review period. 

6. The project planning manager goes through the comments and answers comments, checks 

reviewed comments and compiles the results and documents any action before the review 

meeting. 

7. The project planning manager holds a review meeting with the disciplines to review which 

comments shall be actioned or rejected. 
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8. The consultant responsible for each technical area and discipline receives the viewpoints 

from the review and makes revisions during the assigned review period. 

9. The project planning manager ensured that the revisions are incorporated. In cases where 

major changes are needed, the project planning manner invites to a new or extended review 

session for the specific revisions. 

10. After the review, the results are summarised in a “Review Summary”. The project planning 

manager approves the documents for release and concludes the review. 

Example of the review process. See also Appendix 4, which gives a bigger and clearer picture. 

 

2.3. Recommendations for design review 

2.3.1 Status of comments during the review 

When comments are entered in the review they are given a status. For clarification, the use of name 

and colour code to indicate the status of comments is recommended. The comments below, with 

associated name and colour code, are included in the standard and may arise: 

Status Meaning Colour 
Colour 
example 

New comment New comment has been created by a reviewer. Pink   

Rejected 
Rejected by the project planning manager, shall not be 
actioned. 

Dark 
grey 

  

Shall be 
actioned 

Shall be actioned by the consultant responsible. Red   

Has been 
actioned 

Has been actioned by the consultant responsible. Yellow   

New review 

Requirement for further review that shall be used in 
cases where the project planning manager considers it 
necessary. This may occur in an extended session or in a 
new review session. 

Orange   

Approved Approved by the project planning manager responsible. Green   
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For designing comment colours, this specification is recommended with RGB as colour code.  

Status Red Green Blue 

New 255 102 153 

Rejected 127 127 127 

Shall be actioned 255 0 0 

Has been 
actioned 

255 255 0 

New review 255 192 0 

Approved 0 176 80 

 

2.3.2 Design review package 

The project planning manager is responsible for ensuring that a review package (binder) is first 

created in the form of a combined file. There is one such binder for each technical area and discipline 

to be reviewed. A binder consists of all the relevant documents, which are put together into a 

combined file for each discipline (one document). In the next stage, the project planning manager 

invites all participants to review with a common profile that includes marking tools. A profile means 

marking tools such as stamps and marking symbols with status processing that will be used during 

the review. Some systems on the market have a function called “session”, which means a review 

period in which each discipline’s binder is accessible for review in real time. Several participants can 

thus review in real time without having to check out the document. Participants who have been 

invited to review may sometimes need to install the review tool, if they do not already have it, and 

install their profile of marking tools and stamps and state their author name (name of reviewer) 

under settings. 

In some contexts, mainly in large projects with many review participants, there is a need to create 

one layer per discipline. This means that those involved in the review can turn off the layer for a 

better and simpler display in the system. An alternative to this with smaller or medium sized projects 

is to filter by the name of the author (reviewer). This assumes that all reviewers enter their own 

names as author names. 

2.3.3 Information fields 

These information fields per column are recommended: 

 Page label  Drawing number of the document 

 Page index  Page number in the review package 

 Bookmarking  Handle priority review remarks 

 Colour  Status with colour code 

 Status  Status with text 

 Comments Review comments with answers 

 Date  States the date and time when the review comment was last amended 

 Created States the date and time when the review comment was created 
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 Author States who created the review comment or answer 

If needed other columns can be created, but these are those that should mainly be used. Adding 

more columns carries a risk of the user losing the overview. The information fields available for 

selection may also vary from system to system. 

There shall be the same columns for each comment so that answers can appear as a new line in all 

columns. 

After review, a report is produced that shows a marking summary of all review remarks, so as to 

show which actions have been completed. See below and the “Review Summary” example under the 

heading Appendices. 

2.3.4 Design review summary 

The Review summary is the first page in each review package. The review package contains the 

documents that are to be reviewed and created for each discipline. The Review Summary shows 

what and who verifies attached documents and the status of review comments. The document 

follows the standard ISO 9001-2015. 

These are the options as the result of design review: 

Confirmation Meaning 

Ready for review The documents from the Project planner/Total sub-contractor 
are ready for review and comply with defined requirements. 

Has been actioned Review comments in documents that have the status “Has been 
actioned” have been actioned by the Project planner/Total sub-
contractor. 

Approved for distribution Documents without comments or with the comments 
“Approved” or “Rejected” are approved for distribution. 

New review Documents on the attached Review Summary with the status 
“New review” require new review after revision. 

 

3. Suggestion and example of practical application  
Experience from the pilot project and important steps in applying the standard in the review: 

 Perform quality assurance before delivery of documents according to PDF Guidelines so as to 

make system support easier and create faster rendering speed for documents. 

 Create review package as combined file (binder), create hyperlinks to simplify searches and 

find things more quickly during review. 

 Verify and document the completed document with the Review Summary and attach review 

summary. 
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Appendices and references 
a) This documents are available as appendices to the standard: 

1. Review Summary, with and without examples of completed text and stamps. 

2. PDF Guidelines, which shows how PDF files should be created so that the quality meets the 

requirements for review. Recommendations have been produced in the project and 

published partly as checklists and partly as a document with example. The purpose is to 

increase the quality of PDF documents when these are handled in a digital process. 

3. Description of the “Review process” in the form of a diagram. 

Interactive guides, both for those who wish to understand the standard at a general level and for 

those who will work with the standard and need more practical information, have been produced by 

the working group. Links to these films may be found at http://beast.se/en/standards/review-

standard/.  

b) These standards complement this standard: 

1. Portable Document Format, i.e. PDF standard, ISO 32000-1:2008. 

2. Swedish standard for drawing numbers (SS32271:2016). 

c) Other related links and documents: 

1. Recommendations from the Construction Progress Coalition, see 

http://www.constructionprogress.org/. 

2. The building and property sector’s recommendations for document processing with 

metadata, see www.metadata.se. 

d) List of terms: 

Some common terms in this area, with explanations. 

Term Definition 

ABK agreement Agreement formulated according to conditions that are included in 
the provisions of ABK 09. 

Approval Decision that is required before work can begin.  

Binder A collection of PDF documents combined into one large PDF 
document. 

Columns The information that shall be included in review remarks; see 
section 2.3.3. 

Comment Viewpoint that a reviewer has registered on a review document. 

Construction documents Document that has been determined to form the basis for 
execution.  

Continuation sheet See Review Summary. 

Customer The contract party that orders a product or service. The word 
orderer is also sometimes used. 

Customer’s representative Person appointed by the contract party, with binding effect, to 
represent that party in the review of documents. 

Document A drawing or a descriptive document. 

Document list An overall list of all the documents in a delivery. 

http://beast.se/en/standards/review-standard/
http://beast.se/en/standards/review-standard/
http://www.constructionprogress.org/
https://d.docs.live.net/9df50252a0351fd9/Dokument/BEAst/06%20Projekt/Granskningsprocessen/www.metadata.se
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Digital stamp Marking applied digitally to a document that can describe a status 
or a stage for the document.  

Discipline  One part of project planning in a wider context. Each discipline 
(responsible party) is responsible for the information that it 
produces and provides in the wider context. 

Layer Predefined layer in the PDF document that can be turned on and 
off to display the desired information. 

Line Line in the marking summary where each review note has a status 
and comments and references to documents. 

Marking summary Summary of all review markings and comments in one document. 
See Review Summary. 

Owner One who, on his own behalf, performs or causes to be performed 
building, demolition or ground work, such as house building or 
infrastructure projects. It is the owner who has full responsibility 
for ensuring that society’s requirements for building work are 
complied with. 

PDF file format Portable Document Format, *.pdf. 

Profile Adaptation of the interface in the review system for a specific 
purpose and/or information. 

Project planner Role in a building project with responsibility for planning in one 
discipline, e.g. architects, designers, plumbing, electrics or land. 

Project planning directions Directions containing governing information, explanations and any 
technical requirements from the determining party.    

Project planning manager Coordinates, controls and follows up various groups (consultants 
etc.) and leads the project planning to its defined objective. The 
project planning manager is subordinate to the project manager, 
who has overall responsibility. In smaller assignments, the project 
manager may take the role of project planning manager during the 
planning stage. 

Reference page  Reference to a page in a combined file (binder) that has a number 
of documents in the same document file. 

Review Process in which stakeholders review forthcoming work before the 
work is performed. 

Review process Description of the working method for review. See example under 
2.2. 

Review session See Session below. 

Review Summary Document accompanying documents to be reviewed which 
specifies and clarifies what is to be changed or has been changed.  

Review system System support in which review is performed. A system can be 
anything from simple processing in Excel and/or PDF to a specially 
designed system for review with specially designed functionality. 

Session Place in a working area where joint review is performed over a 
given period. 

Signature list Used if digital stamps are not used and is a list of completed review. 

Status Condition; stage that a drawing, for example, has reached at any 
given time. 

Tool kit Collection of standardised symbols, marks and stamps that are 
used for review comments on documents and descriptions. 

Total sub-contractor Sub-contract as design-build contract. The sub-contractor performs 
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project planning or has it performed on its behalf. See Review 
Summary. 

 

 


